CODY
THE MOVIE
An all American Cowboy and Sharp Shooter
An Inventor and Pioneer
An Unlikely British Hero

This film is about a pioneer of UK aviation
Samuel Cody, an American showman and
an aviation pioneer, who from very humble
beginnings and against all the odds was
the first to achieve powered flight in the
UK. Cody went on to win numerous flying
competitions including the prestigious
‘Michelin Cup’ series using his own aircraft
designed, built and flown by himself.

Samuel Cody was born in Davenport Iowa
in the 1867 and started his life as a cattle
herder and featured as a showman cowboy
and sharp shooter in a large American circus.
He travelled to Europe where his interest in
Kites, Airships and Aircraft really took off
with the British Army.

COWBOY • KITES • AIRSHIPS • AIRCRAFT

CODY THE PIONEER
On the 16th October 1908 an Anglo American Samuel Cody, in British
Army Aeroplane No 1 carried-out the first recognised powered heavier
than air flight in the UK in Farnborough, Hampshire’.
There was disbelief by the British
establishment that Cody could even develop
a powered flying machine therefore, the race
was on to be the first to achieve powered
heavier than air flight in the UK, the
establishment versus the flying cowboy.

The importance of Samuel Cody in
society today is to provide engineering
inspiration and to highlight the bravery and
perseverance required to succeed. Cody the
movie will be the catalyst and the spark for
the next generation of engineering pioneers.

Cody designed, built and with limited
budgets and time learned how to fly beating
the best in Britain. He became the first to
achieve powered heavier than air flight in the
UK, a monumental achievement.

Celebrating Samuel Cody and his
achievements through a movie will enable
millions of children to be exposed to this
wonderful story, the story of adversity,
failure and success providing children with
the belief that the only limiting factor in
their lives is how far they would really like to
go as the sky really is the only limit.

CEFI Ltd with Bristol Systems Technologies Ltd have a driving passion to bring this story
to life and with your interest and support we believe we can inspire the next generation and
provide a lasting legacy which stands the test of time.
If you would like to be part of the movie, if can sponsor and/or support this MOVIE
FOR THE NATION we would like to hear from you.

For more information on CODY THE MOVIE
then contact James Godman at Creative Engineering
for Industry on 07760 558106 or via our website:
www.engineeringforindustry.co.uk

